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Abstract

In the near future, existing terrestrial radio networks are envisioned to integrate with satellite systems to provide global

coverage. In order to enable communication for both non-hand-held and hand-held User Terminals (UTs), the radio link

design must allow the UT to operate in full- and half-duplex mode respectively, where the latter is desirable when radiation

power restrictions are imposed. In addition, sophisticated resource management and diversity provisioning will enhance

system capacity and reliability. However, propagation delay caused by the satellite link may lead to ine�cient resource

allocation and problematic diversity provisioning. In this paper, we address and study the resource allocation problem

pertaining to a Medium-Earth-Orbit (MEO) satellite system with half-duplex communication capabilities. Such a system

is characterized by large propagation delays, large intra-beam delay variations and inherently poor resource utilization. We

propose a channel classi�cation scheme, where the available carriers are partitioned into classes and each class is associated

with a certain range of propagation delays to the satellite. The suggested infrastructure results in higher channel utilization,

reduced call blocking rate and e�cient diversity provisioning and can be implemented with low signaling load.
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I. Introduction

Wireless communication networks are considered as the predominant expression of the evolution in

telecommunications in recent years. The need for voice, data or multimedia services is constantly growing

and wireless access solutions are very appealing, since they provide mobile users with access to information

sources. Existing terrestrial cellular radio networks are restricted to providing communications services

within limited regions. In order to extend the availability of services and guarantee global coverage, satellite

systems have been proposed as a supplement to these networks. While in the coverage area of a terrestrial

network, a user establishes connection to a terrestrial base station. Satellite network support is provided

if the user is not covered by any terrestrial network or if terrestrial resources are insu�cient. Despite the

intense scrutiny and inherent di�culties in getting absorbed by the telecommunications market, satellite

networks remain as the prevalent solution to the global coverage and \last-mile" bottleneck access problems.

In this paper, we focus on resource management in the satellite network. Low- and Medium-Earth-Orbit

(LEO, MEO) non-geostationary satellite systems were proposed, so as to establish reliable connections

for mobile terminals and facilitate global coverage [1]-[3]. Subject to such orbits, satellites continuously

revolve on an orbit plane around the earth. Several satellites per orbit plane and orbit planes per satellite

constellation constitute the satellite network. The tra�c of a User Terminal (UT) on earth is supported

by the beam of the satellite which is over the UT. When the satellite moves out of the UT's horizon and is

no longer visible, the tra�c must be handed over to another satellite to ensure uninterrupted connection.

Two types of handover have been studied in literature: the satellite and the beam handover [4],[5]. The

former occurs whenever visibility of the serving satellite relative to the UT is obstructed, while the latter

is activated when the UT moves into the coverage area of another beam in the serving satellite.

The problem of channel allocation in a satellite network can be stated in the same context as that in

terrestrial cellular networks: Given a number of mobiles with resource requirements and given the amount

of available resources (channels) in the system, allocate them to users so as to satisfy their requirements

and respect potential resource reuse constraints. Resource allocation algorithms can be broadly classi�ed in

two categories, Fixed Channel Allocation (FCA) and Dynamic Channel Allocation (DCA). In FCA, a �xed
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number of channels is assigned a priori at each beam or satellite, whereas in DCA, channels are assumed

to reside in a common pool and each channel can be used in any beam and satellite, subject to reuse

constraints. Due to dynamicity of satellite movement, handover and channel allocation are interrelated.

Several channel allocation methods for terrestrial systems can be used in satellite systems [6],[7]. The

\guard channel" concept in [8] uses a reservation of a �xed or dynamically adjustable number of channels

for handovers, while in [9], the idea of queuing of handover requests is proposed for a user that is in the

overlap area of two cells.

As a step towards integration of satellite networks and existing terrestrial ones that use the Global

System for Mobile communications (GSM), multiple access schemes in the former are also de�ned by

GSM standards [10]. GSM uses a combined time/frequency division multiple access (T/FDMA) scheme.

Channel allocation consists of carrier frequency and timeslot allocation to the user and it is performed

at the satellite gateway (GW), based on real-time measurements. Di�erent channels are assigned to the

forward (GW to UT) and return (UT to GW) link. An e�cient resource assignment algorithm leads

to high resource utilization and reduced call blocking probability. In addition, diversity enhances system

reliability, by maintaining a backup path for cases of unpredictable blockage [11]. Diversity allows seamless

switching between two alternative paths, by always selecting the path that provides the best signal quality.

Clearly, diversity can be considered as a waste of resources, since the diversity channel can be used to carry

another call. However, increased connection reliability often justi�es this approach.

Recently, the GSM-based Intermediate Circular Orbit (ICO) MEO mobile satellite system was proposed

to provide ubiquitous coverage. In general, MEO mobile satellite systems are characterized by large

propagation delays and large intra-beam delay variations, due to the high altitude of satellites and the

curvature of the earth surface. In a beam of a MEO satellite, tra�c bursts from calls in di�erent locations

within the beam experience di�erent time o�sets between their transmission and reception times, due to

di�erent propagation delays of the call locations. Calls that are assigned to the same carrier frequency

must experience similar time o�sets, so that they can be assigned to contiguous slots. If this mechanism

is not applied, a signi�cant number of slots remains unexploited and call blocking ratio is increased.
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In [12], an e�cient slot assignment algorithm for geostationary satellite networks is proposed, based on

the de�nition of coverage zones and arcs in a spot beam. Inspired by this method, we address the problem

of resource allocation that arises in MEO mobile satellite networks, and especially in beams with large

intra-beam delay variations. We focus on the case where half-duplex communication mode is employed,

i.e., when transmission and reception time intervals do not overlap. Since MEO links are characterized by

high transmission power, owing to the high satellite altitude, half-duplex operation will be employed for

hand-held terminals to maintain consistency with radiation standards. We propose a method for intra-

beam carrier classi�cation and allocation to users, where the key idea is that users with similar propagation

delays must be assigned the same carrier. We also study the arising issues of synchronization and user

position determination in this context [13]. The proposed scheme is shown to alleviate the undesirable

e�ect of large intra-beam delay variations of MEO networks and achieve reduced call blocking ratios.

The paper is organized as follows. In sections II and III, we de�ne the model, provide the motivation for

our study and introduce the concept of delay classes. The problem of resource allocation in the context of

delay classes is identi�ed in section IV. Section V focuses on the issue of UT assignment to a delay class,

based on its position. In Section VI experimental results in terms of blocking rate, position determination

accuracy and handover rates are illustrated. Finally section VII concludes our study.

II. System Definition

A. Mobile satellite network setup

A satellite constellation of K satellites in MEO orbit is considered, with no inter-satellite links (ISLs).

The projection of a satellite position on the earth is de�ned as the sub-satellite point. Each satellite

footprint has M beams, B1; B2; : : : ; BM , which can be classi�ed in L groups B1;B2; : : : ;BL. A group Bi

contains all equidistant beams from the sub-satellite point. Beams belonging to subset Bi are referred to

as type-i beams, for i = 1; 2; : : : ; L. Thus, subset BL contains the out-most (edge) beams and subset B1

includes only the nadir (central) beam. Thus, in the footprint depicted in Figure 1, the set of type-1 beams

includes beam 19, type-2 set consists of beams 18, 25, 26, 20, 13 and 12 and type-3 set includes beams

17, 24, 30, 31, 32, 27, 21, 14, 8, 7, 6 and 11. The eighteen out-most beams in the footprint are the edge
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beams.

We consider a projection of the earth globe onto a two-dimensional plane. The plane is divided into

squares of given longitude and latitude bounds. Satellite gateways (GWs) constitute the satellite access

points for users. Each satellite provides its ephemeris data to all GWs during its revolution. The ephemeris

data is simply the satellite location with respect to a reference coordinate system. A GW contains the Land

Satellite Resource Management System (LSRMS), in which satellite resource management is performed.

The LSRMS includes the Handover Management (HOM) and Dedicated Channel Management (DChM)

software modules, in which handover and channel allocation decisions are taken. We use the terms \call"

and \User Terminal (UT)" interchangeably to refer to users. Consider a pair of UTs that establish

connection. User 1 transmits and receives information via a satellite that covers the UT location, and

the satellite is connected to a GW. The elevation angle � of the satellite with respect to the UT is the

angle between the UT horizon and the line that connects the satellite to the UT. The UT horizon is

de�ned as the plane which is tangent on the earth surface at the UT position. Similarly, user 2 establishes

a connection with another satellite, which communicates with a GW. The GWs perform all the required

processing and are interconnected with a backbone wire-line network. In general, serving satellites and

GWs are di�erent for the two users. In this paper, we focus only on the link from a satellite to a UT.

B. Access, timing and synchronization systems

A combined FDMA/TDMA access scheme is considered, based on GSM standards. A frequency band

is divided into m carrier frequencies, according to FDMA scheme. Within each carrier, a TDMA structure

is embedded: users share the same carrier frequency by accessing the channel in orthogonal timeslots. We

assume that a TDMA carrier frame has Ns timeslots, each of duration Ts and that a user's tra�c burst

occupies one slot. A channel is perceived as a distinct carrier-slot pair.

In order to ensure fairness and guarantee that no carrier reassignments occur during the call, we assume

that a UT transmits and receives once in a frame period of the associated carrier. Moreover, we allow for

diversity provisioning within the same carrier for a user. Under half-duplex diversity operation, the number

of slots per TDMA frame must be a multiple of six, the rationale being that each slot must be occupied
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by a user. The minimum number of slots per frame is Ns = 6, in which case one user occupies a carrier in

half-duplex mode and is granted diversity. Indeed, since the UT transmits and receives once in a frame and

there is a guard time tg << Ts between transmission and reception intervals, three slots are required for

single-path half-duplex operation, and six slots are needed if we include diversity. In this study, we assume

that Ns = 6, which means that one user is assigned to a carrier and the assignment of multiple users in

the same carrier is not an issue. It also implies that, in case of diversity, both paths are provided to a user

through the same carrier. The timing and synchronization on a tra�c channel (TCH) are feasible through

a time reference, the \system time", de�ned by equally spaced time instants ft0; t1; : : : ; tn; tn+1; : : :g, which

coincide with the beginning of a slot. The reference time interval n is the interval [tn; tn+1] and the reference

window n (i.e., sequence of three contiguous slots) is the interval [tn; tn+3]. Windows serve as references

on the earth for the timing of transmitted and received bursts at the UT.

III. Motivation of study and proposed solution

A. Problem Description

Consider a user which is assigned to a carrier. Transmission (Tx) and reception (Rx) tra�c bursts of that

user are separated by a time o�set, which we call \Tx/Rx burst o�set". Non-overlapping transmission and

reception intervals for half-duplex operation are required, so that power constraints for hand-held terminals

are satis�ed. Under the adopted timing and synchronization assumptions, transmitted and received bursts

by a UT must be accommodated within a reference window, in order to ensure better resource utilization.

The relative positions of the transmitted and received bursts in a reference window at the UT depend

on the Tx/Rx burst o�set. The o�set value is a function of burst reception time at the UT, which in turn

depends on the UT propagation delay Tp to the satellite. Users located in di�erent positions within a beam

have di�erent propagation delays to the satellite and thus require di�erent Tx/Rx burst o�sets to maintain

non-overlapping transmission and reception intervals. If these users are assigned to the same carrier,

di�erent time o�sets will lead to ine�cient utilization of slots in the serving carrier, since several slots will

remain unoccupied. In Figure 2, the situations of a single o�set value or multiple o�set values within a

carrier are illustrated. Clearly, in the case of a single Tx/Rx burst o�set, e�cient call accommodation is
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achieved by \packing" users in contiguous timeslots, so that the available resource (time) is fully exploited.

However, in the allocation of users with large delay variations, the system unavoidably resorts to multiple

burst o�sets to maintain orthogonal consecutive channels and non-overlapping transmission and reception

bursts. As a result, a signi�cant amount of resources is unutilized (in the �gure, slots marked with \X").

This leads to an increase in blocking rate, since fewer calls can be accommodated in the system.

In MEO mobile satellite systems, this situation arises in beams which demonstrate large intra-beam

delay variations. Edge beams which become elongated because of the curvature of the earth surface are

primarily a�ected. In a carrier of such a beam, transmission and reception bursts will be misplaced and

may not be accommodated in a reference window, thus a�ecting other bursts. In order to circumvent

this di�culty, we de�ne a range �Tp � 0 of delay variation around a nominal delay T0. Transmission and

reception bursts of UTs with propagation delays in the range [T0 � �Tp; T0 + �Tp] will be accommodated

within a reference window. UTs with propagation delays within this range are said to belong in the same

delay class and should be allocated to the same group of carriers to avoid ine�cient resource utilization.

Figure 3 illustrates the relative position of the transmission and reception bursts for three users of the

same delay class, with propagation delays T0� �Tp, T0 and T0+ �Tp respectively. A diversity path through

a second beam and satellite is assumed. The nominal delay T0 corresponds to a symmetric placement of

transmission and reception bursts in the window (Figure 3b). Depending on the value of propagation delay,

the transmission and reception intervals appear as \sliding" in the reference window. A small guard time tg

between transmission and reception bursts accounts for UT transmit/receive switching, frequency oscillator

re-tuning and residual timing errors and is of the order of microseconds. The range �Tp of the delay class

can be derived by considering the upper and lower bound of delays, within which accommodation in a

reference window is feasible. We �nd that

�Tp =
Ts
4
�
tg
2
: (1)

To see this, consider a reference window with time margin tg between Tx/Rx bursts. In order to ensure

non-overlapping transmission and reception bursts for the two diversity paths of a UT, a time margin of

tg=2 from the starting and ending points of the window must be applied. Let R = 2�Tp. Then, from Figure
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3 we have that, 2Ts + 2tg + 2R = 3Ts, and (1) follows readily. Transmission and reception intervals begin

at time instants

sub� satelliteTTX = 6:25Ts + Tp � T0 (modNs) and TRX = 1:75Ts + Tp � T0 (modNs); (2)

where by convention, reception intervals precede transmission ones. These results can be generalized for

any TDMA scheme with Ns 6= 6 slots per frame.

B. Proposed solution

In order to provide the aforementioned solution to UTs in di�erent locations in the satellite footprint,

several delay classes and thus nominal values T0;i must be de�ned. Each delay class will constitute a class

of carriers Ci and the propagation delay Tp of mobiles assigned to carriers of class Ci must satisfy,

T0;i � �Tp � Tp � T0;i + �Tp; (3)

where �Tp is the delay class range, de�ned in (1). Pictorially, each nominal delay value T0;i corresponds to

a contour (circle) on the earth surface. All nominal delay values represent concentric circles, centered at

the sub-satellite point Q (Figure 4). A contour of delay T0;i consists of all points on earth with the same

delay to the satellite. The two contours of delay T0;i� �Tp form a \zone", which is de�ned to be the delay

class i. Bursts of UTs belonging in a delay class are arrive aligned at the satellite interface. O�set values

for a speci�c UT are derived by comparing the UT's propagation delay Tp and the nominal delay value

T0;i of its delay class. The o�set value should be proportional to Tp � T0;i.

Consider now the beam pattern of a satellite. Delay classes have certain positions with respect to

this pattern in the footprint. Figure 5 illustrates a projection of one quadrant of the beam pattern on

a two-dimensional plane and the relative position of the delay classes. We observe that beams that are

closer to the footprint edge become elliptical and more elongated, and therefore comprise a wider range of

propagation delays. Each delay class serves a certain set of beams, and, in particular, beams of the same

beam type Bj, due to circular symmetry. Beams of a beam type may be covered by more than one delay

class. For example, out-most beams are covered by three delay classes, since propagation delay range is

large. Intermediate beams may be served by one or two delay classes. Note also that beams of di�erent
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beam types that are located close to the point may be served by only one delay class. For beams with

more than one delay class, an intra-beam handover event is equivalent to call transition from one delay

class to another within the same beam.

Satellite resources consist of carriers, which are assumed to belong to a pool and are assigned on a per

beam basis with DCA or FCA schemes. Dynamic schemes are more appropriate for non-geostationary

satellite movement and tra�c variations. The assignment of carriers to delay classes and the resulting

Tx/Rx burst o�sets that follows user allocation to these carriers results in more e�cient carrier utilization.

Within a satellite footprint, and under spatially uniform call distribution, the expected amount of tra�c in

out-most beams is larger, since these beams are elongated. This phenomenon leads to ine�cient resource

management, due to increased call blocking in these beams. The delay class concept can be used to alleviate

this problem, by spatially distributing carriers to serve users in these beams. Thus, more delay classes and

therefore more carriers are dedicated to out-most beams to carry the increased amount of tra�c.

System design parameters such as the total number of delay classes � and the exact delay class positions

are computed by considering several other parameters, such as satellite orbit and height, footprint and

beam size, frame structure, tra�c burst length, and even guard time tg. Since adjacent delay classes may

overlap, the maximum residence time at a delay class overlap area is another important design parameter

that a�ects delay class positions. This residence time represents the maximum allowed tolerance for delay

class handovers. Owing to large complexity, we will not attempt to derive a standard methodology for the

determination of delay class positions in the footprint. Instead, we focus on the issue of determining the

serving delay class for a call, which is crucial for resource allocation. In Appendix A we provide a simple

heuristic (Algorithm C) for the determination of time delays T0;i, corresponding to delay classes. We also

assume that carriers are allocated a priori to delay classes.

IV. Delay Class determination and resource allocation

A. Problem Statement

When a call is initiated, resources are assigned to it after a call request message, which contains the

current satellite and beam identities and the propagation delay to the satellite. On the other hand, resource
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allocation for an ongoing call is associated with handover events, since the call is then transferred to another

channel. In order for a new channel to be assigned to a call, the HOM software unit of the LSRMS requests

the resources from the DChM software unit, while providing the current satellite, beam and delay class

identities. DChM then allocates resources to the call on a per beam and delay class bases.

If a beam or a delay class handover occurs, determination of the new delay class is feasible because timing

to the current satellite is maintained. However, in the event of a satellite handover, synchronization is lost,

since satellite synchronization systems are independent from one another. Although a satellite handover

event is less frequent than a beam handover one [5], it can certainly occur, since satellite footprints move

fast on the earth surface. A satellite handover also occurs in the case of a call with long duration, or a call

located at an edge beam. The derivation of the new delay class (i.e., propagation delay) in the new satellite

is vital in keeping track of the UT through system timing and proceeding to reliable resource assignment.

Two methods can be used by the LSRMS to determine the new value of propagation delay:

� Method 1: The LSRMS retrieves from its memory the most recent estimate of UT position and

associates it with the new satellite ephemeris data, to derive a new estimate of the delay.

� Method 2: The LSRMS requests a measurement report from the UT. In that mode, the LSRMS

provides the UT with the rough propagation delay information with respect to the new satellite. The UT

then measures the message delay relative to the new satellite and reports the di�erence between the actual

and rough propagation delay, Tp � ~Tp, with respect to the new satellite back to the LSRMS, which can

now determine the new propagation delay with high accuracy.

The �rst method is faster and easier to implement. The second method is more accurate but is also

time- and bandwidth-consuming, because of the large amount of exchanged information. Therefore, the

�rst method should be given priority and used whenever the estimated UT position is accurate enough

to provide a reasonable estimate of the delay. A UT position error is acceptable if it does not invoke a

misleading result for the identity of the current delay class, as will be discussed in the next subsection. If

the UT position estimate is not accurate enough, then the system should resort to the second method. We

consider the case of satellite handover, in which determination of delay from the UT to the new satellite is
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crucial in resource allocation, and use one of the two methods above to determine the delay. The question

that arises is when to use each method, so as to minimize the incurred signaling load.

B. UT position error tolerance region

Each UT is characterized by a unique actual location on the earth and a unique time delay to a satellite.

However, we assume that only estimates of the above quantities are available. Estimated UT position is

also called known UT position. Consider a beam which is located far enough from the sub-satellite point, so

that it is covered by two delay classes (Figure 6). Let the delay classes correspond to two zones de�ned by

delays T0;i��Tp, for i = 1; 2. Assume that T0;1 < T0;2, so that the �rst (inner) delay class is closer to the sub-

satellite point Q. When the UT is located in regions 1 or 2, it is assigned to a carrier of the corresponding

delay class (1 or 2). Region 3 corresponds to the time delay interval Iov = [T0;2 � �Tp; T0;1 + �Tp], and it

is the overlap region of the two delay classes. Delay variation �Tp determines the length of the delay class

overlap region and is independent of the delay class, unless we de�ne di�erent lengths of delay class overlap

regions. We can also change the overlap region of delay classes simply by changing their position.

While in the overlap region, the UT can be served by carriers of delay class 1 or 2. By applying diversity,

the best carrier out of the two eligible groups of carriers is selected to serve the UT. Based on its instant time

delay, the UT may belong in one of the three depicted regions in a beam. However, because of inaccuracy

in delay evaluation, the UT may seem to reside in a di�erent region from its actual one. Speci�cally,

� If the UT's actual position is in region 1, then the wrong delay class 2 is assigned, either if the known

UT position is in region 2, or if the known UT position is in region 3 and delay class 2 is selected.

� If the UT's actual position is in region 2, then the wrong delay class 1 is assigned, either if the known

UT position is in region 1, or if the known UT position is in region 3 and delay class 1 is selected.

� If the UT's actual position is in region 3, then either of the two delay classes may serve the call. In the

worst case, there will be a delay class handover without undesirable consequences.

Therefore, an incorrect delay class assignment occurs only when the di�erence between the actual and

the known position corresponds to a propagation delay di�erence, that is greater than the length of the

overlap region. In order to investigate an incorrect delay class assignment, one has to determine the length
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of the delay class overlap regions in the new beam, after the satellite handover. For a beam with n delay

classes, there are n � 1 overlap regions. Finding the minimum length overlap region and converting it

to distance corresponds to computing the worst case error in position determination that will not lead to

incorrect delay class assignment. The correct delay class must be allocated to the call, so that the UT is

assigned to an appropriate carrier. We propose the following methodology to solve the problem:

Algorithm A: Computation of UT Position tolerance region

� Step A : Divide the set of satellite beams into subsets B1;B2; : : : ;Bn, so that each beam in Bj has �j

delay classes. Beams of subset Bi are type-i beams and form a toroid.

� Step B : For each pair of adjacent delay classes i and i+1 that serves beams of Bj, �nd the time lengths

xij of the overlap regions, given by xij = T0;i � T0;(i+1) � 2j�Tpj, where T0;i > T0;(i+1). For subset Bj with

�j delay classes, i = 1; : : : ; �j � 1. Then, for each subset Bj select xj = mini=1;:::;�j xij , to account for the

worst case scenario (minimum length overlap region) for a beam with several delay classes. Clearly, xj is

the maximum allowed inaccuracy between the actual and the estimated time delay, for beams of subset

Bj, so that incorrect delay class assignment is avoided. In other words we have,

xj = êmax;j = max
k

jTpk �
~Tpk j; (4)

where Tpk and
~Tpk are the actual and estimated delays for user k in subset Bj.

� Step C : Compute the tolerance in the UT-satellite path distance, given as �dj = c � êmax;j, where

c = 3� 108 m/sec is the light velocity.

� Step D : For each subset Bj and each delay class i = 1; : : : �j, compute the two \extremes" of path

lengths to the satellite, d�i;j = c � T0;i ��dj, as shown in Figure 7. Then, compute the associated central

angles by using the law of cosine, [14]:

��i;j =
R2
E + (RE +H)2 �

�
d�i;j
�2

2RE (RE +H)
(5)

where RE is the earth radius.
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� Step E : Compute the radius of each circular tolerance region, Li;j = (RE=2)
����+i;j � ��i;j

���, and for that

set of beams with �j delay classes, select Lj = mini=1:::�j Li;j; to account for worst-case error.

In Step E, the assumption of a \locally at horizon" on the earth surface was used. This assumption is

valid, since an arc on the earth can be considered at for arc lengths ` << RE. Then, we applied the

formula that gives the length ` of an arc of central angle ! on a circle of radius R, as ` = R!.

C. Assignment of the correct delay class

We now describe the sequence of procedures in order to select the appropriate method (method 1 or

method 2 of section IV.A) and proceed to assignment of the correct delay class. Delay class assignment to

a UT is equivalent to estimation of UT position. The region in which the UT resides (delay class overlap

or non-overlap region) and UT position uncertainty jTp � ~Tpj will determine the method to be used.

The estimate of the UT position is generated by means of simulation for simplicity. We assume that the

actual delay and Doppler frequency o�set values are available and the estimated UT position is derived

from estimates of delay and Doppler frequency, which are randomly distributed around the actual values,

according to a Gaussian distribution. UT position determination by means of delay and Doppler frequency

values is outlined in Appendix B. Let UTact and UTknown be the actual and known positions of the UT,

and assume that the beam has n > 1 delay classes, so that correct delay class assignment is an issue. The

known UT position will correspond either to a non-overlap delay class region k, k = 1; : : : ; n; or to an

overlap region `, between delay classes ` and ` + 1, ` = 1; : : : ; n � 1. In the �rst case, method 1 can be

used if UT position inaccuracy is less than the minimum length overlap region for that particular beam

type. In the second case, we need to compute the parameters

�1 = T0;(`+1) + �Tp � ~Tp and �2 = ~Tp � (T0;` � �Tp) (6)

which denote the distances of the known position from the two sides (delay bounds) of the overlap region.

The procedure to make a delay class assignment is as follows:

Algorithm B: Derivation of method for delay class assignment

� Step 1 : Execute Algorithm A of section IV.B to derive tolerances Lj for each beam subset Bj.
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� Step 2 : For every UT in the satellite footprint, execute steps 3-6 below.

� Step 3 : Compute the actual propagation delay and Doppler frequency o�set.

� Step 4 : Generate delay and Doppler frequency o�set values, based on Gaussian distribution and derive

the estimated (known) UT position.

� Step 5 : Compute the distance between the estimated and the actual UT position and determine the

beam and beam type Bm of the known UT position.

� Step 6 : Distinguish between the following cases:

{ Case 6A: Known delay ~Tp corresponds to a known UT position in a non-overlap region `.

� Case 6A.1: If jUTact � UTknownj < Lm, then use method 1 to �nd the delay.

� Case 6A.2: If jUTact � UTknownj � Lm, then use method 2 to �nd the delay.

{ Case 6B: Known delay ~Tp corresponds to known position in an overlap region `.

� Case 6B.1: If jUTact � UTknownj < min f�1; �2g, then use method 1 to �nd the delay.

� Case 6B.2: If jUTact � UTknownj � min f�1; �2g, then use method 2 to �nd the delay.

Step 6 : Use that delay value to assign the call to a delay class.

In the case where parameters �1 and �2 are computed, min f�1; �2g is the closest distance from the overlap

region boundary. The condition jUTact � UTknownj � minf�1; �2g means that the error region covers the

overlap region ` and part of non-overlap regions ` or `+ 1. In such a case, only method 2 can guarantee a

correct delay class assignment. Otherwise, if jUTact�UTknownj < min f�1; �2g, the error region lies entirely

in overlap region ` and method 1 can be used.

V. Simulations and results

A. Simulation parameters

To back up the analysis of previous sections, a discrete event simulator of a MEO mobile satellite system

was built. We followed the speci�cations of the ICO satellite system. The constellation consists of 10

satellites at an altitude of 10; 300 km above the earth surface. There exist two orbit planes and �ve

satellites per orbit plane. Each orbit plane is inclined 45 degrees with respect to the equatorial plane. A

satellite footprint has 163 beams, which can be partitioned in eight beam types. A UT can be served by a
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satellite when the satellite elevation angle � with respect to the UT exceeds a threshold angle �min, which

speci�es the visibility conditions. We assume that �min = 10o, which can be considered as a realistic value

for a rural environment. For an urban environment, this threshold would be higher. The elevation angle

for a UT in an edge beam is low and increases as the UT moves towards the central (nadir) beam. The

maximum elevation angle of 90 degrees is then achieved. Within each satellite footprint, the positions of

the delay classes were computed by Algorithm C, which is presented in Appendix A. Thus, concentric rings

as these in Figure 4 are de�ned, each of which corresponds to a certain elevation angle to the satellite. In

order to serve beams close to the sub-satellite point with one delay class, we set the closest delay class to be

the ring corresponding to elevation angle of 60 degrees. By applying the delay class position determination

algorithm, we found that the maximum number of delay classes that ensures coverage of a beam is 3.

Thus, beams can be covered by one, two or three delay classes. By executing algorithm A, the distance

tolerance values that guarantee correct delay class assignment for beams with two and three delay classes

were found to be 142km and 24km respectively. Thus, position determination is more sensitive in beams

with three delay classes, due to closeness of delay classes and reduced length of overlap regions.

UTs reside in the coverage area of one GW for simulation, so that GW handover events are not considered.

In the simulated environment, satellite, beam and delay class handovers can occur. In satellite handover,

two strategies have been proposed in literature [15]: According to the �rst one, a UT always selects the

satellite that provides the highest elevation angle. This strategy maximizes the instantaneous elevation

angle to reduce blockage probability. Another approach instructs that a UT must constantly select the

same satellite, as long as it remains visible. This method minimizes satellite handover rate, and thus

reduces signaling load. In this study we adopt the second strategy, �rstly because elevation angle may be

low at a rural environment, and secondly because a low satellite handover rate diminishes the probability

of incorrect resource assignment (recall that the correct delay class assignment problem appears upon

satellite handover). A beam handover occurs when a UT moves in the coverage area of a beam other than

the current one, within a satellite. Since beams overlap in the beam pattern (Figure 1), a beam handover

occurs in a random time instant, during the time that the UT is in the beam overlap area. Similarly, a
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delay class handover occurs when the UT moves to another delay class within a beam. Again, the handover

occurs during the time the UT is in a delay class overlap area.

We simulated an one-hour continuous revolution of satellites on their speci�ed orbit. A base frequency

of f of 2:01 GHz was considered and several carrier frequencies were de�ned. Calls in di�erent beams

are assumed to arrive in independent Poisson streams of equal rate � and have exponentially distributed

durations, with mean � = 1=� = 150sec, which is typical for voice transactions. Tra�c intensity for each

beam is measured in Erlangs (E), as E = ��=60. Although handover events are a�ected more by velocities

of moving satellites rather than UT movement, a simplistic UT mobility model is used. A random number

of UTs is assigned a velocity, whose magnitude is uniformly distributed between 0 and 72 km/h and the

direction of motion is uniformly distributed between 0 and 2�. Velocity magnitude and direction are

updated several times during a call. The remaining percentage of UTs are assumed to be �xed. Diversity

attributes are provided to a maximum percentage 40% of calls, whenever more than one paths are available.

Frame duration is assumed to be Tf = 40msec and each frame consists of six timeslots, each of duration

Ts = 6:67msec. All connections are half-duplex and all transactions are voice calls.

B. Improvement in call blocking rate

In previous sections it was mentioned that the proposed scheme of carrier grouping and application of

single Tx/Rx burst o�set to all carriers within a delay class of a beam leads to more e�cient resource

utilization and reduction of call blocking rate. The presented method does not signi�cantly a�ect blocking

rate in moderate size beams that are not elongated, since in these beams only one delay class is de�ned

and carriers are not divided into delay classes. On the contrary, edge beams are characterized by large

delay variations, and carrier grouping according to delay classes o�ers a clear advantage.

We performed experiments for such an edge beam and measured performance for randomly generated

UTs within the beam area. For simplicity, we considered a �xed channel allocation scheme, namely

the number and identities of carriers allocated to that beam were �xed. The propagation delays from

UT positions to the satellite were computed. In a �rst simulation scenario, we ran the simulation without

adoption of the proposed carrier grouping scheme. UTs were allocated randomly in one carrier, irrespective
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of their location in the beam. As a result, UTs assigned on the same carrier demonstrated di�erent Tx/Rx

burst time o�sets, so as to maintain their orthogonality with respect to each other.

In the second scenario, the beam area was divided into three delay classes and the set of carriers was

divided into three subsets. Each subset of carriers was mapped to a delay class. After obtaining the nominal

delay values for delay classes, the following channel assignment method was employed: calls belonging to a

certain delay class were assigned to a carrier of that delay class sequentially. That is, each time a carrier of

one delay class became full, the UTs of that delay class were assigned to another carrier of that delay class.

A certain Tx/Rx burst time o�set was applied to calls which were served by carriers of a delay class, which

was proportional to the di�erence of UT propagation delay and the nominal value of the delay class in

which it belonged. Calls which belonged to the overlap area of two delay classes were assigned to the least

loaded carrier in the set of carriers of corresponding delay classes. When all carriers of a delay class were

full, the call was blocked. The blocking probability was de�ned as the ratio of blocked call requests over

the total number of calls. Two di�erent instances of the experiment were created, where beam resources

consisted of 12 and 45 carriers respectively. Results are illustrated in Figure 8. The improvement in

performance because of carrier grouping is evident. For example, in the case of 12 carriers and a tra�c

of 25 Erlangs, blocking probability was reduced by almost 50%. The bene�t of carrier grouping is greater

for high tra�c loads. Calls which do not receive service in the �rst scenario due to waste of resources, are

e�ciently allocated. For a larger resource pool of 45 carriers, the advantage of carrier grouping becomes

more substantial. For example, for a beam with 45 carriers and 160 Erlangs, the blocking rate was reduced

by a factor of 30%, when the allocation of UTs to speci�c carriers was applied.

C. Estimation of UT position

The underlying problem of correct delay class assignment is UT position estimation. The accuracy of

the estimation determines the allocation method and the signaling load. According to method 1, the

most recently received delay is retrieved, while method 2 requests an explicit, updated estimate of delay.

Several methods for estimating UT position are available by using ephemeris data from one or two satellites.

Typically, UT-satellite delay and Doppler frequency shift due to satellite movement are used to determine
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UT position. The following techniques can be used to determine the UT position:

� Method I : Using delay and Doppler frequency measurements from one satellite.

� Method II : Using delay and Doppler frequency measurements with the ellipsoidal earth assumption.

� Method III : Using one delay and the di�erential delay measurement of two satellites.

� Method IV : Using one Doppler frequency and the di�erential delay measurement of two satellites.

� Method V : Using one delay and the di�erential Doppler frequency measurement of two satellites.

� Method VI : Using one frequency and the di�erential Doppler frequency measurement of two satellites.

� Method VII : Using di�erential delay and di�erential Doppler frequency measurements of two satellites.

Method I is the method which is used traditionally for UT position determination. Method II additionally

takes into account the eccentricity of earth surface, which causes changes in the projection of satellite orbit

on the earth. Methods III-VII which involve two satellites are clearly more accurate but require additional

computational burden. They should come into stage only if one-satellite measurements do not provide the

speci�ed accuracy and when data from two satellites are readily available. In Appendix B, the expressions

of UT position by using delay and Doppler frequency measurements from one satellite are obtained, as an

illustrative example of such kinds of computations. It should be noted that our study does not explicitly

require use of GPS equipment, but it is not a�ected by GPS existence, as well. Consider the resource

allocation problem of section IV. Recall that in the case of a beam or a delay class handover, the UT

position and delay can be estimated with accuracy (potentially through GPS equipment). In the case of a

satellite handover, GPS cannot provide a reliable estimate of UT position, if the synchronization systems

of the satellites are independent. In that case, method 1 or method 2 of section IV.A must be employed.

In Table I, we present some comparative results for the accuracy of UT position estimation, with respect

to the measurement method. Results were obtained by applying standard mathematical expressions for

UT position determination and assuming a certain delay and frequency measurement error, as outlined in

section IV.C. This essentially corresponds to an application of method 1 for UT position determination.

These results can be utilized in approximating the percentage of times when methods 1 or 2 are used for

correct delay class determination. If the experiment is executed for a large number of UT positions, the

resulting percentages can serve as estimates of the probability that method 1 will produce reliable results.
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If UT position error is less than Lj for yj% of the time for some subset Bj of beams, method 1 can be

safely used to determine the delay class for yj% of time and method 2 will be used for the rest (100� yj)%

of time. We note here that UT position will always be determined with accuracy. However, application of

complex method 2 will be restricted. The following conclusions can be drawn from Table I:

� The simple method 1 has excellent performance when the new beam has two delay classes, irrespective

of the utilized method of measurements. Measurements from one satellite are therefore su�cient to ensure

reliability. In that case Method 1 can be used almost entirely (97%� 98%) to safely estimate delay.

� If the new beam has three delay classes and measurements from one satellite are used, method 1 gives

satisfactory results for 80%� 83% of the times, irrespective of the measurement method. Method 2 can be

utilized for 17%� 20% of the times, depending on the measurement method and the number of satellites.

� For the case of a beam with three delay classes, high performance can be achieved by method 1, if

di�erential delay measurements between two satellites are used together with di�erential Doppler frequency

or delay from one satellite. In that case, Method 1 can be used almost exclusively.

� If the known position of UT lies in the overlap region, method 2 can be used when the radius of the error

region exceeds certain threshold values, which depend on the known position (see Case 6B.2 of Algorithm

B). The percentage of time when method 2 is used depends on the instantaneous UT known position and

delay can be easily calculated in a similar fashion.

It was also observed that measurements that involve Doppler frequency calculations demonstrated a small

di�erence in the values above, due to UT motion. Methods which purely employ delay (absolute or

di�erential) are more robust to mobility. Moreover, position accuracy was marginally improved when

measurements were provided from two satellites with a large separation angle. For example, for method I

the percentage of 83% was raised to 85% for satellites with separation angle greater that 70o, since blockage

of both paths due to obstruction is less probable when the satellite separation angle is large.

D. Handover rates

We measured the resulting handover rates in our simulation. Three kinds of handovers are involved:

satellite, beam and delay class handover. Handover occurances in either of the two diversity paths were
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counted as single transitions. In Figures 9 and 10 the handover rates and number of handover occurances

are depicted as a function of time. Figure 9 is from a square location of 15o � 15o, within 15o longitude

and latitude distance from the GW, while �gure 10 is from a 15o � 15o square within 45o longitude and

latitude distance from the GW. Call arrival rates were � = 4:87 calls/sec and 1:69 calls/sec respectively.

A �rst observation is that all handover rates converge to a steady state after a transition interval of

about 2; 000� 2; 500 seconds. The number of handovers then increases linearly with time. The number of

transitions depends on the induced tra�c at a particular location. In steady state, we observed that about

3 and 30 delay class transitions per minute occur, when the tra�c is 1:69 and 4:87 calls/sec respectively,

which means that the number of beam (and therefore, delay class) transitions increases rapidly under high

tra�c load. The number of delay class handovers is larger in the �rst location, which is closer to the

serving GW, since more calls are supported from the GW. In general, delay class handover rate depends

on whether the UT is located in edge beams with more than one delay classes. The relative magnitude

of handover rates in the steady state can be approximated as well: for locations close to the GW, the

ratio of satellite, beam and delay class handover rates is 2 : 7 : 3, while for further locations it changes to

approximately 1 : 15 : 1. The aggregate satellite, beam and delay class handover rates for all tra�c carried

by this GW are illustrated in Figure 11. As anticipated, handover rates behave as a smooth function of

time and ultimately reach a steady-state. Delay class handover rate becomes in a way predictable, since

it occurs only within prespeci�ed beams with more than one delay class. Such graphs are very important

in resource planning and forecasting in di�erent times of the day.

VI. Conclusion

This paper presents a �rst attempt to identify and study an important problem which arises in MEO

mobile satellite networks. We present a novel resource allocation scheme, which is applicable in such

systems, which are characterized by large satellite footprints and large intra-beam delay variations. The

scheme alleviates large delay variations by classifying carriers in classes and associating each group of

carriers with a certain Tx/Rx burst time o�set value, that depends on propagation delay. Each UT is

assigned to a particular group of carriers, based on its location in the satellite footprint. The scheme
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achieves reduction in call blocking rate and facilitates diversity provisioning for half-duplex connections.

Subsequently, UT assignment to the appropriate delay class is identi�ed as the fundamental problem of

resource assignment under the proposed delay class scheme. We focus on delay determination in the case

of a satellite handover and present two methods for UT position determination. We show that reliable

resource allocation can be achieved, while the amount of signaling load is kept to a minimum, by utilizing

the complicated method only when necessary.

Several directions for future study are available. A more elaborate design of delay class positions, by

considering overlap regions would be worth studying. The impact of simultaneous employment of full- and

half-duplex modes in the analyzed infrastructure and algorithms is also an interesting topic. Finally, the

issue of more sophisticated carrier allocation methods within the satellite footprint (for example, dynamic

carrier allocation under resource reuse constraints) as well as that of e�cient intra-beam call assignment

methods in the context of the delay class infrastructure, deserves further attention and investigation.

VII. Appendix A : Derivation of Delay Class positions

Assume that a number of delay classes � is de�ned within a satellite footprint. Let � be the elevation

angle from the UT to the satellite and � be the earth central angle, as depicted in Figure 12. Let d and �

be the distance and delay from a delay class contour to the satellite. Assume that H is the satellite height

and RE is the earth radius. A \cup" on the earth is the area de�ned by a delay class contour and a pole,

and a \zone" is de�ned by delay class contours, i and i + 1. Let A be the area of a cup or zone on the

earth. The minimum and maximum satellite elevation angles, �min and �max stem from satellite visibility

conditions and de�nition of the closest delay class to satellite nadir. Range [�min; �max] represents the part

of the satellite footprint to be covered with delay classes. Equivalently, this coverage area can be de�ned

by earth central angle range [�max; �min], where the relation between angles � and � is given by [14]

�(�) =
�

2
� sin�1

�
RE

RE +H
cos �

�
� � ; (7)

and �min = �(�max), �max = �(�min). The following algorithm determines delay class positions. Note that

delay class overlap regions were not taken into consideration.
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Algorithm C : Determination of Delay Class positions

� Step 1 : Obtain the pair (�min; �max).

� Step 2 : At �rst iteration, determine the �rst delay class:

{ Step 2.A : Compute parameter h0 (see Figure 12) as h0 = RE (1� cos �max). This is the height of the

�rst (closest to satellite nadir) delay class. A cup is thus de�ned on the earth surface, at height h0.

{ Step 2.B : Find the area of this cup, A = 2�REh0.

{ Step 2.C : Compute the distance parameters,

a20 = R2
E � (RE � h0)

2 ; d20 = a20 + (H + h0)
2 = H2 + 2 (RE +H)h0 (8)

where d0 is the distance from the �rst (j = 0) delay class contour to the satellite and a0 is as in Figure 12.

{ Step 2.D : Find the corresponding delay to the satellite, �0 = d0=c.

� Step 3 : At j-th iteration, determine the (j + 1)-th delay class, j = 1; 2 : : : ; �� 1:

{ Step 3.A : Select constant height hj = A=(2��RE).

{ Step 3.B : Compute the distances

a2j = R2
E �

0
@RE �

jX
i=0

hi

1
A
2

; d2j = a2j +

0
@H +

jX
i=0

hi

1
A
2

= H2 + 2 (RE +H)
jX

i=0

hi (9)

{ Step 3.C : Find the delay of the (j + 1)-th delay class to the satellite, �j = dj=c.

� Step 4 : Repeat this procedure for j = 1; 2 : : : ; �� 1.

Heights hj, which de�ne the (j + 1)-th delay class are selected, so that the surface area of each zone,

de�ned by heights hj�1 and hj, is equal to that of the de�ned cup. A di�erent height step hj can also

be selected for each j, so that additional parameters such as overlap regions are considered in the design.

The presented version of the algorithm was a simple one, where the number of delay classes � was given a

priori. Other versions of the algorithm may not assume a given number of delay classes and derive it as:

� = min

(
! : cos�1

 
1�

P!
i=0 hi
RE

!
� �min

)
(10)

This denotes that the satellite footprint is sequentially covered with delay classes until angle �min is reached.
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VIII. Appendix B : UT position determination using delay and Doppler frequency

Let ~P (t) and ~S(t) be the UT and satellite position vectors at time t. Denote by ~D(t) = ~S(t)� ~P (t) and

td the distance and propagation delay from the UT to the satellite, fd the Doppler frequency o�set because

of movement of the satellite and f the frequency. Then, the delay td and Doppler o�set fd are [14],

td =
j ~D(t)j

c
=
j~S(t)� ~P (t)j

c
; fd = �

~D0(t)

c
f (11)

where ~D0(t) is the derivative of ~D(t). UT position is typically given in terms of UT longitude and latitude.

An alternative form of UT position can be given by de�ning the following angles (Fig. 13):

� The distance angle a of UT from the sub-satellite point Q, which shows UT distance from satellite nadir.

� The azimuth angle b of a UT at the sub-satellite point relative to the direction of satellite motion.

� The instant position angle w, which gives the position of a satellite in its orbit plane as time t as

w(t) = 2�t=T , where T is the period of revolution of the satellite.

Let ~Q be the vector corresponding to the sub-satellite point Q. Delay is computed with the law of cosine,

td =

q
R2
E + (RE +H)2 � 2RE(RE +H) cos a

c
: (12)

To calculate the Doppler frequency o�set, the representation of ~P (t) through a, b and w (Figure 13) is

transformed to Cartesian coordinates. For simplicity, we do not show the time dependence of ~P and ~S.

The transformation is done in three stages:

1. Assume that the sub-satellite point Q is initially at the intersection of equator and Greenwich meridian

and the satellite orbit plane is the xy-plane, so that the ground track (projection of satellite movement on

the earth) coincides with the equator. Then, the coordinates of ~P (~P1, in this �rst stage) are

xp;1 = RE cos a ; yp;1 = RE sin a cos b ; zp;1 = RE sin a sin b (13)

2. Multiply ~P1 with matrix A1,

A1 =

2
64 cosw � sinw 0
sinw cosw 0
0 0 1

3
75 ; (14)
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to de�ne a rotation of ~P1 (and ~Q) with respect to z-axis, so that Q has an angle w with respect to the x

axis. After this rotation, we get vector ~P2 = A1 � ~P1.

3. Assume that satellite orbit has inclination angle i with respect to x-axis. Multiply ~P2 with matrix A2,

A2 =

2
64 1 0 0
0 cos i � sin i
0 sin i cos i

3
75 ; (15)

to de�ne this rotation. Then, ~P3 = A2 � ~P2. After combining these equations, we obtain coordinates xp, yp

and zp and vector ~P = (xp; yp; zp), where the latter depends on time, through !(t). UT motion can then

be described with vector ~P 0(t) = d~P (t)=dt.

Point ~Q can be considered to be a special point ~P with a = 0. Recall that Q is the projection of the

satellite (vector ~S) on the earth. Vector ~S can be expressed in terms of a, b, and w as:

~S = (RE +H)

2
64 cosw
sinwcosi
sinw sin i

3
75 (16)

and we �nd the motion ~S 0 of the satellite, given the time dependence of w(t). After some algebraic

manipulations we can show that (~S� ~P )(~S 0� ~P 0) = 2�(RE +H) sin a, Therefore, the Doppler Frequency

shift can be computed as fd = (b; !) � g(�), where g(�) and (b; !) are given by

g(�)=�
2�RE(RE +H)f sin a

c
q
R2 + (RE +H)2 � 2RE(RE +H) cos a

; (b; !)=

 
cos b cos i� coswsinb sin i

T
�
cos b

T

!
(17)

Given the satellite position ~S, the measured delay td and Doppler frequency shift fd, the UT position ~P (t)

can be determined as follows:

� Step 1 : Compute angle a from (12).

� Step 2 : Solve equation fd = (b; !) � g(�) for b.

� Step 3 : Calculate w from equation (16).

� Step 4 : Transform (if desirable) the (a; b; w) representation of ~P to an alternative representation (e.g.

latitude and longitude) for veri�cation.
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Fig. 1. Classi�cation of beams of a satellite footprint in beam types.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the cases of single and multiple burst o�set values.
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Fig. 8. Blocking rates with and without the carrier grouping method, for an edge beam with 12 and 45 carriers.
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TABLE I

Percentage of times when the UT lies within a certain range of distance from its actual position for

different UT position determination methods

Method < 25km < 50km <100km < 150km

M. I 82% 92% 96% 97%
M. II 82% 93% 96% 98%
M. III 90% 95% 97% 98%
M. IV 84% 95% 98% 99%
M. V 85% 94% 97% 99%
M. VI 64% 93% 99% > 99%
M. VII 97% 93% > 99% > 99%
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Fig. 9. Satellite, beam and delay class handover: number of handovers and handover rates at a square region within 15o

longitude and latitude distance from the GW, where � = 4:87 calls/sec.
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Fig. 10. Satellite, beam and delay class handover: number of handovers and handover rates at a square region (15o; 30o)

longitude, (15o; 30o) latitude within 45o longitude and latitude distance from the GW, where � = 1:69 calls/sec.
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